Danbury Men’s Softball Bats Info

We are planning on updating this list with information about legal and illegal bats for our leagues. Anytime there is information to add to this, then I will update and make a note on the website(s).

If you have any questions about a bat and whether or not it is legal, please either call or send an email to Dave Storoni so that he could research it:

Phone: (203) 733-7513
Email: mrblue1118@aol.com

The rule of thumb for our leagues is that the bat:

- Must be a slow pitch bat approved for ASA play.

- The bat MUST NOT CONTAIN COMPOSITE IN THE BARREL. Two piece bats that have composite ONLY handles are ok providing that the barrel does not contain composite. An example of this is the Demarini White Steel/Raw Steel.

- Multiwall bats are ok providing that they DO NOT CONTAIN COMPOSITE IN THE BARREL. An example of this is the Demarini F4.

Not allowed:

- Stacked (Multiwall) – These are defined as the next generation of multiwall. They might have a composite barrel wrapped in aluminum. Just because it is wrapped in metal does not automatically make it legal in Danbury.

- 2014 Anderson RocketTech FP: KRKTFP Fastpitch. Someone asked about this bat. It is a fastpitch bat and cannot be used.